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A Start
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Risk Assessment  =    Risk  x  Probability





What's the Problem

Introduction to Risk Assessment – you have to 
know what can go wrong before you can start to 
manage it.

I have but one lamp by which my feet are guided, and that       
is the lamp of experience.   I know no way of judging the          
future but by the past.  --Patrick Henry, 1775

plus many other problems



Problems continued

l Recent study had more than 50% of published 
experimental information is not reproducible.

l Experimenters have limited experiences
due to curriculum constraints (education v 
training) 
the technological infrastructure 
for example:  glassblowers – are students using 

glassware aware of possible problems
l Using the internet



Approaches to a Solution

The beginning steps work in both academia and 
industry.

Teaching situational awareness:
l Start off with the very simple experiments
l For example:  cabbage leaves as indicator then 

go to any flower as an indicator (usually add 
small about of MeOH or EtOH to boiling water)

l Have the student develop their own checklists.



lDecision Based Upon????

Data  →  
Information   → (when used properly wrt problem) 

Knowledge   →  (and hopefully)

Wisdom  



Dealing with the Future and New 
Materials - Another Major Problem

Made popular by Donald Rumsfeld -
There are questions we have that we have 

answers to -
There are questions we have that we do not have 

answers to -
and there is much we do not know enough about 

to realize we should have questions



and, Finally

Call it the human problem
We humans are terrible monitors.  And we are at our least effective 
when assigned the task of looking constantly for something that 
almost never happens.  Countless studies over the years have 
shown that people simple can’t maintain a high level of altertness 
when their attention is almost never rewarded by discovering 
danger, or at least something new.  Whether it’s a sentry on guard 
for an enemy that never shows, or a pilot staring, or at least 
monitoring, a gauge that never moves, boredom and routine 
quickly rob us of the ability to spot a problem if it ever does occur. 
--j.mac mcclellan



In summary

Situational awareness must be taught.

A lowering of the chance of an accident 
taking place occurs when one actually 
understands the risk.


